
THE CHEMISTRY OF PLASTICS

CARBON
Element number 14 on the periodic table of elements

MONOMER
A building block of a molecule

POLYMER
A chain of repeating monomers bonded together

THERMOPLASTIC
A type of plastic that, when heated, can be melted into a liquid 
and will solidify again when cooled

SUBJECT / TOPIC: Science / Chemistry

GRADES: 9–12

STANDARDS ALIGNMENT
Structure and Properties of Matter: 9–12
Understandings About Science and 
Technology: 9–12
Science as Inquiry: 9–12

TIME ALLOWANCE
2 class periods for information & 
group work
1 class period for lab activity

FOR DISCUSSION LESSON

Tupperware, milk container, plastic supermarket bag, 
plastic food wrap (for class display on a desk or to be 
passed around the room)

Cutouts of elements OR molecule kits OR model of 
monomers and polymers

Tape or staples for cutouts (not needed if using a kit or model)

Red, blue, and yellow crayons/markers/pencils for coloring 
element cutouts

NBC Learn Video: “Ultra-Thin Plastic Shopping Bags Banned 
in China” and “Chance Discoveries:  Polyethylene” 

FOR LAB ACTIVITY LESSON

       newspaper to cover desks

       pair of         goggles per student

       pair of           gloves per student

       box of Borax (found in the laundry section of the store)

       box of cornstarch (found in the baking section of the store)

       bottle white glue per        students (e.g., Elmer’s glue)

       tablespoons of warm       water per student

       package       -color food coloring (optional)

tablespoon and        teaspoon measure per       students

craft stick to stir the mixture per student

10-ounce plastic cups for mixing per student

        marking pen per        students

        stopwatch per        students

metric        ruler per        students

press and seal plastic bag per student

STUDENTS WILL...

Examine the characteristics of polyethylene. 

       Conduct an experiment in which they will           make their own 
       sample of plastic. 

Compare and contrast different types of plastics and their uses.

Objective

Vocabulary

Materials
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MAKING BOUNCING POLYMER BALLS
EXPERIMENT

        Cover desk with          newspaper.

        Using a         marking pen, label one plastic cup “Borax Solution” and the other two cups “Ball Mixture 1” 
        and “Ball Mixture 2.”

        Pour        tablespoons warm       water and        teaspoon Borax powder into the cup labeled Borax Solution. 
        Stir the mixture to dissolve the Borax. Add food coloring,             if desired.

    

       Once the mixture becomes impossible to stir, take it out of the cup and start molding the ball with your          hands..

       The ball will start out sticky and messy, but will solidify as you roll it in your          hands.

       Once the ball is less sticky, try gently bouncing it on your desk! Be careful not to let it bounce away!

       Using the         ruler , hold your newly formed bouncy balls about 30 cm above the desk top, and drop.        
               Record how high the ball bounces back up.

        Complete 5 trials with each ball                                    ; record data in the table.

        You can store your plastic ball in a press-and-seal bag when you are finished playing with it. If not stored properly, 
        your bouncy ball will dry out.

a.  Pour        tablespoon of glue, and       tablespoon of corn-
starch into the cup labeled Ball Mixture.      Do not stir.

b.  Remove ½ teaspoon of the Borax solution you just made 
and add it to the Ball Mixture cup.      Do not stir.

c.  Using a       stopwatch allow the ingredients to interact 
on their own for 10–15 seconds.

a.  Pour        tablespoon of glue,       tablespoon of 
cornstarch, and ½ teaspoon of the borax solution 
you just made and add it to the Ball Mixture 2 cup.            
      Begin stirring.

    Mixture     Mixture

Procedure
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For this lesson students should have a basic understanding of compounds 
and different types of chemical bonding.

Have students begin by brainstorming about 
the following questions:
 
      What is plastic used for?
      Why are plastics so useful?
      Where do plastics come from? or 
      What are the starting materials of plastic?

Have students       cut out the element shapes and construct a 
monomer by matching the symbols together. Next, have students 
attach their monomers together with everyone else’s monomers to 
create a class polymer of polyethylene. This activity allows time 
to review key vocabulary terms such as monomer and polymer, 
and to       discuss the common elements found in plastics.
 
Have students break into groups of       two. Allow students 
to        examine the samples of polyethylene by passing the 
materials around the room, or having students come up to the 
display desk to examine. 
 
      What are some characteristics (e.g., texture, weight, 
      flexibility) of the plastic materials on the desk?

      Why is plastic a desirable material for these items?

Introduce new vocabulary.

Have students cut out the pieces and build a monomer.   
Have students connect their monomers to form a 
polymer of polyethylene

      Discuss the molecular make-up of how ethylene 
monomers bond to form polyethylene.       Discuss why 
polyethylene is such a desirable form of plastic.

Explain how the process of polymerization is much                            
like Legos. 
      

Each monomer of ethylene is bound to the next without 
changing the structure of the monomer. When connected 
together, the Legos can make enormous structures, 
but each piece is still evident. This process is used for 
the building of many different polymers that occur 
both naturally and artificially.

      Discuss the different types of polyethylene: low 
density, high density, and ultra-high molecular weight.  
Have students categorize the items, based on their           
earlier observations. Discuss how their different 
densities allow them to have different functions.

       Watch NBC Learn Archive        Videos:
      
      Discuss the term thermoplastic. 
Why might thermoplastics be better than other kinds of 
plastics? How do these properties help the environment?

ACTIVITY / ENGAGEMENT
      REINFORCING LESSON,       MAKING REAL-WORLD CONNECTION

What role did the Borax and      water play?
 
Find materials in your         home that are made from polyethylene. Polyethylene products have either the number        or      
inside the        symbol usually located on the bottom of the object.

Presentation of new materialsClass Starter

Concluding Discussion / Activities
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Name:__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Bellringer:_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

 
What is plastic used for? Why are plastics so useful?
 
 

      Examine the samples of plastic provided by your teacher. With your partner /        group,      
      discuss and answer the following questions:
 
What are some characteristics of the plastic materials on the desk?
 
 

Why is plastic a desirable material for these items?
 
 

Where do plastics come from or What is the starting material(s) of plastic?

        Cut out the shapes of Carbon and Hydrogen atoms, and bonds.         Connect matching symbols to create a monomer. 
Draw the monomers in the space below.

        Connect your monomer together with those of the class.  Draw a polymer chain of          carbons or more long.

STUDENT WORKSHEET FOR THE CHEMISTRY OF PLASTIC
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Polyethylene is probably the polymer you see most in daily life – it’s the most popular plastic in the world. This is the polymer 
that makes grocery bags, shampoo bottles, children’s toys, and even bullet-proof vests. For such a versatile material, it has a very 
simple structure, the simplest of all commercial polymers. 

A MOLECULE OF POLYETHYLENE     CARBON  HYDROGEN

Background

5

Nothing more than a long 
chain of carbon atoms, with 
two hydrogen atoms attached 
to each carbon atom.

Sometimes it’s a little more 
complicated. Sometimes 
some of the carbons, instead 
of having hydrogens attached 
to them, will have long chains 
of polyethylene attached. 
This is called branched, or 
low-density polyethylene (LDPE). 

When there is less branching, it 
is called linear or high-density 
polyethylene (HDPE). Linear 
polyethylene is much stronger 
than branched polyethylene, but 
branched polyethylene is cheaper 
and easier to make.

...

...

...

LINEAR, OR HIGH-DENSITY POLYETHYLENE (HDPE)

BRANCHED, OR LOW-DENSITY POLYETHYLENE (LDPE)
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Create a        chart to categorize the samples of polyethylene plastics you examined earlier.
 
 
 
 

What characteristics lead you to place the samples in these categories?
 
 

Which type of polyethylene is        best for the environment       ?  Which is the        worst ?  Why?
 
 

What is a thermoplastic? Why might thermoplastics be better than other kinds of plastics? 
How does that help the        environment?

Types of Polyethylene
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Name:  ________________________________________________________________         Date: _______________________________________

 
Experiment Title: ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Student Hypothesis: ____________________________________________________________________________________________________

PER STUDENT

-        goggles

         gloves

-       small plastic cups or other containers for mixing

-       tablespoon of cornstarch

-       tablespoon of glue (e.g., Elmer’s glue)

-                  drops of food coloring (optional)

-       craft stick to stir the mixture

-       press and seal plastic bag

PER GROUP OF 2

-       newspaper to cover desks

-       marking pen

-       tablespoon and           teaspoon measuring spoon

-       teaspoon of Borax

-       tablespoons of warm water

-       small plastic cup or other containers for mixing

-       stopwatch

-       metric ruler

Materials
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SAFETY PRECAUTIONS
 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

 
PROCEDURE  (Wear safety goggles for all lab work).

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

DATA AND OBSERVATIONS

What did you observe happening throughout the        experiment?

AVERAGE

    Mixture    Mixture    Trial
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        What do you think was happening in the “       Ball        Mixture 1” 
        container while it sat for       10–15 seconds before stirring it?

      

        What resulted in “       Ball        Mixture 2” from not letting it sit for 
        10–15 seconds?
 
 

      

        Which       ball        mixture was a more       “successful” bouncy ball? 
        Why?

 

      

        What do you think happened between the Borax and the 
        glue       molecules?

      

        Is your       ball the same kind of plastic as the materials you        examined at the beginning of class? How are they similar/different?

      

        In what ways do you think plastics have              advanced over the years?

        What are some examples of other types of plastic in your       everyday life?

CONCLUSION / ANALYSIS
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